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Abstract

The observations at the 100 GHz frequency band evaluate
thermal dust radiations and free-free emission characteris-
tics of star-formation regions in the Milky Way. In our
collaboration, the continuum camera with microwave ki-
netic inductance detector (MKIDs) is being developed for
sub-millimeter astronomy. MKID is a resonator-based su-
perconducting detector having an intrinsic potential to get
over 1,000 pixels in one readout line. This large number
of pixels can realize high sensitivity and wide sky cover-
age to observe detailed structures of astronomical objects.
The camera with 109 MKID pixels for the 100-GHz fre-
quency band was installed at the Nobeyama 45-m telescope
in 2021. After the success of MKID performance evalu-
ation with commissioning planet observations, several ob-
servations of star-formation regions (W49 and W51) and
a quasar of 3C 273 were performed in 2022. This re-
port shows the overview of our instruments installed in the
Nobeyama 45-m telescope with their performances and pre-
liminary observational results in 2022.

1 Introduction

Free-free and thermal dust emissions are the main compo-
nents of millimeter and sub-millimeter continuum radiation
from star-forming regions in the Milky Way. They provide
crucial information about dust mass and star formation rate.
The two emission components are almost equally measured
in the 100-GHz frequency band where their SEDs intersect.
Therefore, the 100-GHz observations can validate their
SED models and constrain their transit frequency. In the
100-GHz band, since the SED is almost minimum, precise
SED measurements can also verify whether there are unob-
served small contributions such as anomalous microwave
emission (AME). AME has been observed with a peak at
10-30 GHz in several HII regions, but the mechanism is not
well understood [1]. Precise SED measurements are cru-

cial to determine each component SED in each star-forming
region and understand the detailed star formation process
in the Milky Way. It is also important in polarization ob-
servations of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) since
modeling of Galactic foreground emissions has significant
systematic uncertainties in CMB B-mode measurements.

In order to realize the wide observation surveys with a low
enough noise level, we are developing a large format cam-
era for millimeter and sub-millimeter wave ranges by utiliz-
ing a Microwave kinetic inductance detector (MKID) [2].
MKID is a superconducting sensor with intrinsic frequency
multiplexing capability and is adapted to our camera sys-
tem. MKID consists of a 1/4 wavelength resonator of copla-
nar waveguide (CPW) geometry. The twin slot antenna
tuned for the observation frequency band is connected at
the resonator short end, while the CPW feedline is coupled
at the open end. Since MKID can stably keep its detec-
tor yield due to the relatively simple fabrication process,
MKID has been developed as a large-pixel array camera. A
silicon lens array with an anti-reflective coating is chosen
to be attached to the MKID array in this camera to focus
incoming radiation on the antenna. Absorbed energy into
the resonator via the antenna changes the properties of the
resonator such as a resonant frequency ( fr) and quality fac-
tor. The responses of properties are obtained as the forward
transmission (S21) of the feedline by using a readout wave
of O(GHz).

2 100-GHz MKID Camera and Observations
at NRO in 2022

The 109-pixel array of hybrid-type MKIDs [3, 4] with alu-
minum and NbTiN was adapted to 100-GHz observations,
which was fabricated at the Advanced Technology Center
(ATC) of NAOJ to improve the sensitivity more than the
2018 first commissioning observation [5]. The optical sys-
tem was also upgraded by applying anti-reflective structures
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on the vacuum window and silicon lenses to decrease the
optical loss [6]. Figure 1 shows the MKID camera receiver
for this observation. The receiver uses the combination of
dilution (Taiyo Nippon Sanso Co.) and Gifford-McMahon
(Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd.) refrigerators [7] to cool
down the focal plane. The instrument was installed on the
Nobeyama 45-m telescope of Nobeyama Radio Observa-
tory in 2021 [5]. The detector was operated at ∼ 85 mK.

Our MKID readout system “FSP” utilizes a frequency
sweeping scheme to get time-ordered data (TOD) of res-
onant frequencies instead of taking TOD of S21 with fixed-
frequency [8, 9]. This measures frequency sweepings of
S21 for all MKID resonant frequencies simultaneously ev-
ery 1/256 seconds, where each frequency point is taken at
10 k sampling-per-second. FSP covers a wide range of re-
sponses from the sky temperature of ∼ 30 K to ∼ 300 K
calibration source during the observation. The synchroniza-
tion between our DAQ system and telescope control has
already been established [8] and was operated well in the
2022 observation.

Figure 1. Overview of 100-GHz MKID camera receiver.
The lens-coupled 109-pixel MKID array is mounted on the
cold stage < 200 mK.

We did MKID performance evaluations with commission-
ing planet observation datasets in 2021 [5]. Scientific astro-
nomical objects such as star-formation regions (W49 and
W51) and one quasar (3C 273) were observed as well as
planets in March and April of 2022. In this paper, very pre-
liminary maps of W49 and 3C 273 were reported. The tele-
scope was operated with raster-scan mode to perform the
observation of each object where the calibration source at
ambient temperature was loaded to the receiver before and
after scanning. The center of the scanned region of 4′× 4′

in equatorial coordinates was set to the astronomical target
position. Beam resolution (full-width-half-maximum) dur-
ing the observations in 2022 was expected to be 16.7′′.

After the observational data was converted to fr TODs of
256 Hz by fitting resonance spectra of the MKID array, fr
was calibrated to the antenna temperature T ∗

a using a stan-
dard chopper wheel method [10]. The created map from T ∗

a
TOD has a significant temperature gradient along elevation

due to different air masses. In order to simply suppress this
effect, each scan data in one line was subtracted by T ∗

a off-
set estimated from data during the telescope turns around.

During the commissioning periods, skydip observations
have been regularly performed. While the elevation (EL)
was changed widely from 18◦ to 80◦, the sky response was
modulated by the chopper with the black body radiation of
the ambient temperature (referred to as "load"). As shown
in Figure 2, the resonant frequency response with relation
to the elevation angle is well obtained. When the tele-
scope sees a smaller elevation, higher-temperature radiation
is loaded into the array due to higher air mass. Measured
resonant frequency ( f meas

r ) can be described as

f meas
r = f load

r +
d fr

dT
Tatm

(
1− e−τ0/sinEL

)
(1)

where f load
r is the resonant frequency with load condition,

Tatm is atmospheric temperature, and τ0 is the atmospheric
opacity at the zenith angle. The responsivity of each MKID
(d fr/dT ) is evaluated using this measurement by fitting
data with Equation 1.
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Figure 2. The resonant frequency shift from the average of
the load condition as a function of elevation angle. The sky
response is chopped every 10 Hz with black body radiation
of the ambient temperature. Two components are separately
plotted in this figure.

2.1 Star-forming region W49

W49 is a Galactic radio source that can be categorized into
two components, thermal component “W49A” and super-
nova remnant “W49B”. W49A is the most luminous star-
formation region in the Milky Way (∼ 107.2L⊙ [11]), em-
bedded in one of the most massive giant molecular clouds
(∼ 106M⊙ [12, 13]). Although the extension of molecu-
lar clouds is over 100 pc, star formation is concentrated in
the central ∼ 20 pc. The most prominent region is W49
north (W49N). It is located at l = 43.1◦, b = 0.0◦ in the
Galactic coordinates with a direct parallax distance from
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Earth, 11.1 kpc [14]. Nearby star formation condensation
regions are observed in W49 south (W49S, ∼ 2′ southeast
of W49N) and W49 southwest (W49SW, ∼ 1.5′ southwest
of W49N).

The 33-hour W49A observations in 9 days were performed
in March and April 2022 with the 100-GHz MKID camera.
In each observation set, only pixels detecting bright W49N
signals well are processed. The reconstructed map is shown
in Figure 3 by combining 1612 scans. W49N, W49SW, and
W49S are well separated.
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Figure 3. Reconstructed W49A by 100-GHz MKID cam-
era. The largest emission is observed at the W49N cluster.
W49S is also seen at a 2.4′ distance from W49N at the lower
left. In the lower right, W49SW is observed as well. The
map was smoothed with a Gaussian beam, resulting in the
FWHM of the map being 33′′.

2.2 Quasar 3C 273

Quasar 3C 273 is one of the brightest extragalactic ob-
jects and the closest quasars [15]. It is observed as the
point source with the 100-GHz MKID camera at the 45-
m Nobeyama telescope and can be used to evaluate beam
characteristics. One observation was performed each day,
which resulted in ∼ 2-hour observations in 5 days. Figure 4
shows the observed image of 3C 273, where the bright ob-
ject was detected even with one MKID pixel of one scan-
set.

3 Conclusion

In this paper, we reported highlights of observation results
with a 100-GHz MKID camera for the Nobeyama 45-m
telescope of Nobeyama Radio Observatory in 2022. Due to
the sensitivity improvements by NbTiN-Al hybrid MKID
newly fabricated in ATC NAOJ and optical system with
anti-reflective structures, data for several scientific obser-
vations were successfully taken. The maps of star-forming
region W49A and quasar 3C 273 were reasonably well re-
constructed with low pixel noise levels. The receiver was
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Figure 4. Reconstructed 3C 273 quasar by 100-GHz MKID
camera. The large emission of 3C 273 convolved with the
beam width can be detected. This map was created by one
scan map of one MKID pixel. The radius of the white circle
is 90′′ which is the field of view of the MKID camera.

brought back to the laboratory at ATC NAOJ after the ob-
servations shown in this paper. After further improving the
MKID noise level to achieve the photon-noise-limited con-
dition, scientific observations for various astronomical tar-
gets will start.
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